In the first part of this series [AgSt], a model for operators satisfying the space whosc inner product is defined in terms of periodic distributions. In this paper and the next, wc relate this model theory for the ca.'3e when m = 2 to a disconjugacy theory for a subclass of Toeplitz operators of the type studied by Boutet de Monvel and Guillemin, cla.ssical function theoretic ideas on the Dirichlet space, and the theory of nonstationary stochastic processes.
Introduction
In this paper we shall continue studying the bounded linear transformations T of a complex Hilbert space 7-/that satisfy an identity of the form T*mTrn- ( 7 ) S o m e notation and r e s u l t s f r o m t h e first p a r t o f t h i s s e r i e s [AgSt] : We now recall a few results and restate a few definitions from the first part of this series. W h e n expedient, we shall specialize the results and definitions to the case of 2-isometrics.
If T is a 2-isometry, then A T is defined to be the quantity T*T 1. It was shown that if T is a 2-isometry, then A T is a positive operator and in the case that T is finitely cyclic, AT is compact. A 2-isometry T is said to be pure if it has no isometric direct summand.
DDO's of order m are the objects which were used in Section 3 [AgSt] to give a distributional model for bicyclic invertible (m+ 1)-isometrics. We now restate the definition of DDO. Let 7)
C~176
the Prechet space of infinitely differentiable functions on the unit circle. Let 7)' denote the dual of 7), the space of distributions on the circle.
We define a linear operator D: 7) -+ D via the formula l d
D~ 7 7~.
Now recall that if/3 E D' and E 7) then ~0/3 E 7)' can be defined by ~/3(~) =/3(~v;), e 7). If T C s is a 2-isometry and -y E H, then since the unilateral array (T<-y, Tk2-y} is linear on diagonals it is natural to define the slope p and intercept/3 of (T, 7) to be the elements of 77' defined by the formulas and ^ f (Tk-4-1-y, T-y) (Tk"/, -y) ]~ > 0 (k) ~, (T-y,T-k+l-y) ('7,T k,y) Furthermore, the formulas that relate the above distributions are given by 131 and /30 = / 3 + (1 P ) ( D # ) .
The modelling of multicyclic (resp., multi bicylic invertible) rn-isometries requires the use of matrices whose elements are DTO (resp.,DDO).
If nl and n2 are positive integers, ~D T M ' n 2 denotes the space of n~ x n2 matrices with entries in 29. Likewise, let DDO~'n2 denote the space of nl x n2 matrices with DDO entries L~ with the order of L~.~ < m and let D T O~ ~'~ denote the space of nl x n2 matrices with DTO entries A~ with the order of A,-~ < m
The proof of the lifting theorem which is proven is Section 7 requires the use of 2 classes of DDO (smooth and regular) which were introduced n Section 4. We now restate these definitions. We remarked above that a distributional model for invertible n-bicyclic 2-isometries was developed in Section 3 using DDO and DTO. The rest of this introduction will restate the notation which was used to obtain If 7-I is a Hilbert space, T E Z;(~) is an invertible m-isometry and '7 E is a nonzero vector, then '7 is bicyclic for T I V{Tk'7 : k E Z} and so there exists a uniquely a.ssociated Dirichlet operator given by Theorem 3.14 (of Section 3). We will denote this associated Dirichlet operator by (T,'7)~. If T E s is an m-isometry and '7 E 7{ one (:an set and ~ = T /~.
D e f i n i t i o n If
W i t h this setup, T~ is a cyclic m-isometry and ? is a cyclic vector for T~. Accordingly by Theorem 3.23, there exists a. unique analytic Dirichlet operator A with the property that (T~,'7) is unitarily equivalent to (MA, 1). We shall let (7",'7)~ denote the unique DDO such that A P(T, "7)^17)~.
There is a certain amount of ambiguity in the (T, 7) notation. Observe that if T C s is an invertible m-isometry and 7 C 7-/then according to the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.14 (T, 7) ^ is the unique Dirichlet operator such that (~(T)y, r (T, 7)^(~)(r for all ~, r 6 D. On the other hand, (T, 7) as just defined in previous paragraph has the defining property (~(T)7, r A((p)(~)
for all ~, E Da. Recalling the remark following the proof of Lemma 3.3, we find that these two definitions of (T, 7) agree. The following definition precisely identifies those DTO A with the property that A _> 0 and M A is a well-defined bounded operator. The proof of the Lifting Theorem in Section 5 consists of a synthesis of a proof of the Sz.-Nagy Dilation Theorem and a proof of the familiar fact that isometrics possess extensions to unitaries, and in pm-tieular, is purely algebraic in character. The original proof of tim Lifting Theorem was analytic iir character and derives from first principles the class of objects tire 2-isometries are to be litZed to (i.e., the Brownian unitaries). The main analytic content here is a discongugacy theory for regular first order DDO with L coefficients discussed in Section 6 (Lemmas 6.7 and 6.16 and Proposition 6.17). A second (:lass of operators discussed at length in Section 5 is the collection of direct irrtegrals with multiplicity in 0 of Brownian shifts with vawin9 covariance which we refer to as Brownian isometrics. This class not only ~z'ises naturally in Theorem 6.20 which studies tim (~xtensions of 2-isolnetries defined as multiplication by e i~ on the form domain of Toeplitz oi)erators (i.e., (0 ~5. B r o w n i a n s h i f t s , B r o w n i a n u n i t a r i e s a n d B r o w n i a n i s o m e t r i e s
In this section, we introduce three special classes of 2-isometries Brownian shifts, Brownian unitaries and Brownian isometrics. The introduction of the first and second classes is motivated by statistical considerations as described below.
Let S~ {Xo, X 1 , . . . } be a discretely observed mean 0 Brownian motion in R scaled so as to have covariance,
1 + a 2 rain {kl, k2}.
If we modify the process by rotating the real axis non-randomly in the complex plane by 0 radians per unit time, then a new process So,o is obtained with covariance given by (5.I) E (Xk~X---~) 2 ei(k~-k2)0(1 + a2 rain {kl, k2}).
Stationary processes are characterized by the fact that the time shift operator T defined on the Hilbert space associated with the process by requiring We densely define a linear map Uo : 7-/--* H 2 � 9 C by requiring that (X/~;l , X~2), a formula which implies that U0 is isometric. Hence go extends by continuity to an isolnetry U defined on ~. Also, observe that V{u0(x~): k < ~} ( V {~: k < ~,,})ec for each n > 0. Thus, U is a Hilbert space isomorphism. u(xo) B~.,~,,U(Xk) and it is seen that UT~,o B~,,~,oU. This shows that U implements a unitary equivalence between f~,o and B~.~,, and concludes the proof of Proposition 5.2. orthogonal to ker (T* + 1) a n d so T is not a direct s u m of B r o w n i a n shifts. Proposition 1.25 guarantees that T is a pure 2-isometry.
Ilfll 2+lcl 2-1 "
Since T~)AToTo ATo, we deduce that (5.0) (llfll 2 + Icl 2 1)lcI 2 Ilfll 2 + Icl 2 1.
Since r a n k A T 0 1, ATo # 0 and we conclude from (5.9) that Icl z 1. Let c e i~
Now, note that since f E ker W*, in fact W is a pure isometry of multiplicity 1. This is because V { W k f : k _> 0} is reducing for I/V and To is pure.
T h e proof of Proposition 5.6 is now completed by observing t h a t if U : H 2 --+ ker A T o is the Hilbert space isomorphism such that U * W U is the unilateral shift acting on H 2 and U1 f / I l f l l , t h e n ( u (9 I)*To(U (9 I) Bull,~,o .
Before proceeding, let us note that there exists a pure 2-isometry T such t h a t rank A T 2 a n d T is not a direct sum of two Brownian shifts. Indeed, if
As a final characterization of Brownian shifts we now turn to their identification in terms of analytic Dirichlet operators.
Observe that if B~,r is a Brownian shift and 7 (~) E H 2 � 9 C, then by Theorem 3.23 there exist an analytic Dirichlet operator A
PL IDa such that
To compute the slope of L for this special case, simply note that Proposition 5.6 we deduce that either T is a Brownian shift or T has the form V | B~,~o for some isometry V. The proof of Proposition 5.10 will be complete once we have ruled out the possibility of T having an isometric direct summand. We argue by contradiction.
Accordingly, assume that T V | B~,o for some isometry V.
We ill'st claim that V is unitary. Since T is cyclic, ind (T) _> -1 . But
Hence in(t (V) > 0 and V is unitary. Now, since T is cyclic, so also is V cyclic. Choosing
.f cyclic for V and applying (ii) with 7 f | 0 gives that V is a pure isometry. This contradiction concludes the proof of Proposition 5.10.
In the theory of stationary stochastic processes, the one dimensional process 
U ./e ei~
acting on fe C(n(~ If L: H 2
Ic2 @ IC2 ---+ .f@(H 2 @ C)(n(~ is a densely defined linear map given by
n(e) L (p(.~, . I@ {cJ'176 ./{dj., }3=1 d/z(0,) .
L{P(A)cJ'e @ dj,o}5~<~
then L is a Hilbert space isomorphism and with respect, to 2k41 � 9 2k, t~ where Uo is unitary and/3o is a Brownian unitary of (:()variance of the special form where V is a pure isometry, U is unitary, and E is a Hilbert space isomorphism onto ker V*.
Observe that in the decomposition (5.17) B0 is exactly the pure part of B as defined in Definition 1.8. In particular, a Brownian unitary of covariance cr is pure if and only if. it has the block form of (5.18).
We introduce the following notation for pure Brownian unitaries. If B0 has the form given in (5.18), then it is well known that V is unitarily equivalent to the operator Mx acting on H~e r V*" This fact together with the notation we have already introduced fl)r
Brownian shifts suggests that we define
whenever U G L;(K) is a unitary operator and E : / C 7-/is a Hilbert space isomorphism.
In (5.19), Mx acts on H~ and 7-t is regarded as a subspace of H~ in the usual way. We note that since dim K dim ? / o n e can always assume E is the identity in (5.19). It turns out however to be more convenient to carry E around as a marker. In any event, two tmre Brownian unitaries B~E~,u, and B~,c2,u~ 
Now, (5.24) and (5.27) imply that X is an isometry and so by another application of (5.27), E is an isometry. Summarizing we have shown that T has the ibrm given in (5.21) where V is an isometry, X is Ulfitary, E is an isometry whose range is dense in ker V* (and hence equals ker V*), and V*E 0. Hence T is a Brownian unitary and the proof of Theorem 5.20 is (:omi)h~te_ Theorem 5.20 has the tollowing immediate corollary. Before giving the algebraic proof of the lifting theorem (Theorem 5.80 below), we present another class of 2-isometries which we shall call Brownian isometries. This class of 2-isometries arises naturally not only in the analytic proof of the lifting theorem given in Section 6 (Theorem 6.20) but also in the theory of minimal lifts considered in Section 9.
Note that in the definition of Brownian unitaries the direct integrals were taken over Brownian shifts of a constant covariance o. We now consider direct integrals where we vm'y both the covariance and angle of the Brownian shifts. D e f i n i t i o n 5. # ( E N Xn) for all measurable E and for all n � 9 N tO {oc}, and ~tl and KJt~ are identified for tl, t2 � 9 Xn, then the maps on X,~ given by t Et and t H U t are #n measurable.
(Recall that t ~-+ Et is measurable if and only if t
(Etx, y) is measurable for all x and y.) As in the case of Brownian unitaries, Brownian isometries can both be expressed in the form of block operators (Proposition 5.12) as well as characterized algebraically (Theorem 5.20). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.37. B is a Brownian isometry of covariance 0 if and only if B is an isometry, t3 E f_.(JC) is a Brownian isometry
E:/C2 +/C1 is an injective contraction which maps K2 into kerV*, and (iv) E * E commutes with U.
PROOF. Tile first assertion of the proposition follows directly from Definition 5.33.
To see the second assertion, first assume that B is the Brownian isometry of (5.34).
If the operators V, E, and U are defined by the tormulas, with respect to 541 | 54~ where V0 is an isometry and Bo is a Brownian isometfy of covarianee ~r of the special form where V is a pure isometry, U is unitary and E is an injective contraction with (ran E) ker V*. Observe that in the decomposition (5.45)/3o is exactly the pure part of B as defined in Definition 1.8. In particular, a Brownian isometry of covariance cl is pure if and only if it has the block form of (5.46). We introduce the following notation for pure Brownian isometrics. If B0 has the form given in (5.46), then it is well known that V is unitarily equivalent to the operator 54a acting on Ht~,rV.. This fact together with the notation we have already introduced for Brownian unitaries suggest that we define whenever U E s is a unitary operator, E : /~ is an injective contraction with dense range and E*E commutes with U. In (5.47), 54x acts on H~ and 7-/is regarded as a subspa.ce of H~ in the usual way. O.
Since (72E*/~ + X * X [ is injective, (5.52) implies that X is injective and (5.55) implies that X is a co-isometry. Thus X is an injective co-isometry, i.e. a unitary. 
Hence ~b is constant.
The first assertions of Proposition 5.63 now follow by observing that (5.70) implies both that the radial limit of p at e exists (qo(e ~/~) and also that fbrmula (5.64) holds. Now assume that qo is an inner function that has radial limit ~(e i~ at e and that This establishes Lemma 5.71.
The preceeding lemma in addition to identifying tile order structure fbr Lat (B,,,~{,,) immediately implies tile following result. e iO , l~,ecaHing tha.t Brownian isometrics (resp., unit~ries) of cow~xiance cr ~re defined as direct iifl egra.ls of Browniaal shifts of cow~da.nce less than or equal to (resp,. equal to) cr it slumld be clear tha.t Lenmm 5.78 and the theory of direct integra.ls implies the fidlowing result..
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.79. It B(i ff s is a, B r o w n b m i s o m e t W o f cova,rianc(~ Cro a n d Cro < or, then t h e n ' ~'xists a t l i l b e r t sl)ac(~ ]C, a 13rownbm m~i t a w o f covarim~ce cr a n d an i s o m e t w L: 7-/ . ]C ,~lu:h t, lmt
We now show that Proposition 5.79 holds not just for the general Brownian isometry of covariance _< cr but in fact for the general 2-isometry of covariance _< or, a result which shows that Brownian unitaries play the role in the theory of 2-isometrics that unitaries play in the theory of isometrics.
T h e o r e m 5.80. //'T is a 2-isometry of covariance ~, then T has an extension to a BrownJan unitary or" covariance ~.
PROOF. We. will attach to the 2-isometry T a certain isometry V and a certain contraction Observing t h a t the operators b' and U above and the st)ace.~ they act on can be ml iH('iallv enlarged, it is clear that we may assume that dim (1(71 
/f T C /2(7-{) is a 2-isometry of covariance rr and Ad C_ 7-{ is an invariant subspace for T such that T I Ad is a Brownian unitary of covariance c~, then Ad reduces T.
PFtOOF. Let B T IAd. T has the block representation,
with respect to the decomposition 7-{ ker A n ~) r a n A u G 3/12 for some operators X :
Ad z --* ker A u , Y: Adz r a n A B and Z E s177 Furthermore since B is a Brownian u n i t a r y of covariance ~, We now are able to prove our promised result that the Brownian unitaries give an optilnal inodel theory for 2-isometries. . This result, which implies that certain cyclic 2-isometrics possess a cyclic vector which is an eigenfunction for L, was then used in [Ag4] to establish Lemma 6.7 below in the special case where T is cyclic and has a "Wiener-Hopf form" as defined in Section 4. In this section we shall generalize the results just described from the scalar to the matrix case. In particular, we establish a disconjugacy theorem for matrix DTO and then use this theorem to show how to concretely calculate a Brownian isometric extension for the 2-isometry -VIA in terms of the spectral information of A.
Recall from Section 4 that if T E 12(7-/) is an n-cyclic 2-isometry, then we say that T If A~ is positive, define H2~, the form domain of A~,, to be the completion of dora (At,) with respect to the bilinear form,
Evidently, using (6.3) and Lemma 3.28, Aw is an analytic Dirichlet operator if and only if the operator M~, defined densely on H 2 by
is a well-defined bounded operator. Also, in this event, H~j c_ (H2) n,1 (here, H 2 denotes the classical Hardy space). It should be clear also that if A., is an analytic Dirichlet operator, then M~, is a 2-isometry. If we set A w AM~, then Proposition 3.41 implies that
Formula (6.5) has a very interesting consequence that allows one to see why spectral information about A~ might have interesting model theoretic consequences for the 2-isometry M~. A priori, the spectrum of A~ consists entirely of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity clustering at +oc. Thus (6.4) implies that Aw is compactly invertible. Formula (6.5) is tile assertion that (6.6) Aw 1 A~,,
i.e., A~/ k~h h for all h � 9 H~ and A~, A~h h for all h � 9 dom (Aw). We begin with a generalization of Lemma 1. (ii) For each a E D, fl(c~), � 9 , fk(a) are linearly independent. PROOF. Observe t h a t (ii) (iii) and (iii) => (i) are tautologies. To see t h a t (i) => (ii) assume t h a t f l , � 9 � 9 , fk are linearly independent. Let c, E D and fix C l , . . . , ck C C with k (6.8)
The proof of L e m m a 6.7 will be complete once it is shown that c,. 0 for each r. Set k (6.9) There are many ways to deduce the existence and uniqueness of such k~,,, but perhaps the most definitive analysis is provided by (6.5) which implies that By (6.12) and Lemma 6.7 applied to A~_ w , no nontrivial linear combination of f~, . . . , fk vanishes at a. Hence, by (6.13), no nontrivial linear combination of f l , . . . , fk meets ran (M~ a). Summarizing, we have shown that (6.14)
ker (llZX~ll -/ % ) n ran (Mw a) : { 0 } .
The assertion (6.14) is an intrinsic statement about the covariance operator of an n-cyclic 2-isometry in Wiener-Hopf form with bounded intercept. In fact (6.14) is true for a general nonisometric 2-isometry. We remark before continuing that by the manner in which we prove Proposition 6.15
we have shown that the lifting theorem (Theorem 5.80) implies the disconjugacy theorem (Lemma 6.7). Conversely, in Theorem 6.20 we shall see how the disconjugacy theorem implies the lifting theorem.
Our next result bears the same relation to Lemma 1.2 in [Ag4] that the lemma just proved bears to Lemma 1.7 in [Ag4]. The differences between Lemma 6.16 below and Lemma 6.7 are that now a E 0ID (rather than ~t E lD) and the DTO A~ is not assumed to The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving the following theorem.
T h e o r e m 6.20. 
In particular, Mw has an extension to a Brownian unitary of covariance or.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.20. We first construct an element v G (L~176 n'n with the properties (6.21), (6.22) and (6.23) . Once this is accomplished we invoke Proposition 6.17 to deduce that if n vectors f l , . --, f,, C ker (Aw-,,) are chosen linearly independent, then (.fl,... , f,~) is a cyclic n-tuph; for M,,,.
Finally, the proof of 6.20 will be completed by a direct calculation using the formulas Since f ' E (H2) n'l, F E C(ID-) n'n, and Propositions 6.17 and 6.18 imply that F -1 is a multiplier of H 2. Since F -l f r er (where the j t h component of e~ is 0 if j r r and is the constant function 1 if j r), we deduce that (f,.) is a cyclic n-tuple for Mw.
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 6.20. Let v E (L~~ n'" satisfy (6.21 We claim that coy (B) a. To see this simply note that (6.21) implies that cov (B) < ~r, and (6.28) implies that cov (B) _> or.
Finally, we note that (6.28) implies that T has a Brownian isometric extension of covariancc or. A Brownian unitary extension of covariance a for T is obtained by an application Proposition 5.79.
,~7. A n o t h e r p r o o f of t h e Lifting t h e o r e m
In this section we shall show how to prove Theorem 5.80 using the disconjugacy results of the previous section. This proof of Theorem 5.80 is considerably more involved than the algebraic proof given in Section 5 and imparts correspondingly more structural information. It was the way the theorem was originally discovered and proven and the proof technique and H~ is the self adjoint subspace of C~ generated by :
_> 0}
It turns out that an operator B E s is a Brownian unitary of covaria~lce if and only if B ~r(c~) for some unital * representation of C~ on 7-/(Lemma 7.9). This fact then allows one to see via work of Stinespring [Sti] and the work of Arveson earlier referred to that an operator T has an extension to a Brownian unitary of covariance (r if and only if the map
is completely positive. Thus, modulo C*-algebra the spatial question of whether or not every 2-isometry lifts to a Brownian unitary reduces to the analytical question of whether or not the map defined in (7.0) is completely positive whenever T is a 2-isometry of covariance ~r (Theorem 7.12). This idea of using C*-algebra to reduce lifting questions to concrete analytical issues was first used in [Agl] , an application to polynomially subnormal tuples; [C-P] , an application to polynomially hyponormal operators; [St] , an application to isosymmetric operators.
The remainder of the section is devoted to establishing that indeed the map defined in (7.0) is completely positive. A first observation is that it suffices to show completely positivity in the case where T is a finitely cyclic 2-isometry T (Reduction 1 below). It turns out that the complete positivity of (7.0) in this case is stable under the convolution operation on the underlying DDO of T introduced in Section 4 (Reduction 2 below). This latter question is then resolved by a direct calculation using Theorem 6.20. 
P~(~)h(T)I M(n).

h ( T ) f ( T ) % f ( T ) @ { ( f ' h f ) ( T ) % 7 ) .
In (7.4), f ( T ) 7 is defined as in (3.43). Now if L � 9 D D O~ n, let u denote the matrix distribution on the torus dcfined in (3.36), and then define a matrix distribution UL by setting (7.s) , � 9 v",".
[t is easy t() see using (3.36) and tile definition of Lt that ULt (UL)t. Consequently, one also sees that if CO ~D, then Let u be the distribution of (3.36). Calculating, we find that
which establishes Lemma 7.7.
The proof of Theorem 5.80 will be accomplished by a concrete application of the following abstract result from [Ag2, Ag3]. Accordingly, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 7.8.
T h e o r e m 7.12.
An operator T has an extension to a Brownian unitary of covariance if and onl, y if (7.13) h(c~) > O h(T) >_0 for all rn. >_ 1 and all h E C ..... [x,y].
We now prove Theorem 5.80. Fix a 2-isometry T of covariance e. By Theorem 7.12 we need to show that (7.13) holds for T.
The proof that condition (7.13) holds for T will consist of a sequence of three reductions culminating in needing only to establish (7.13) in the case when T is a finitely cyclic 2-isometry possessing a Wiener-Hopf form with bounded intercept. For this special case (7.13) is established by appeal to Theorem 6.20. A simple fact which we shall require is the following. For our first reduction we claim that it it enough to show that (7.13) holds when T is finitely cyclic. R e d u c t i o n 1. If (7.13) holds for all finitely cyclic 2-isometrics T of covariance o, then (7.13) holds for all 2-isometrics T of covariance or. Our next reduction uses an approximate identity to approximate the general finitely cyclic 2-isometry by regular 2-isometrics.
R e d u c t i o n 2. If (7.13) holds for all n-cyclic 2-isometrics T of covariance c, such that (T, 7)" is regular for some cyclic rL-tuple % then (7.13) holds for all n-cyclic 2-isometrics T of covariance o.
PROOF. Fix T E /2(7-/) an rz-cyclic 2-isometry of covariance o and fix ~/ E ~, . . i a cyclic n-tuple fl)r T. Let L (T, 2~)', set A PLIZ~ n'* and fix an approximate identity {aaj} C ~9 (w 3 > 0 
(h(T)F(T)y, F(T)~/) > 0 m , n
whenever F E / )~ . But Thus h(T) >_ 0 which completes the proof of Reduction 2.
(h(T)F(T)% F(T)"/} ((FVhF)(T)% !/}
Our final reduction rests on the observation that if T is a finitely cyclic 2-isometry possessing a cyclic n-tuple # such that (T, >)^ is regular, then by Theorem 4.18 there exists a cyclic n-tuple "7 for T such that L (T, 7) ^ is in Wiener-Hopf form with bounded intercept (in fact, smooth). Thus, we obtain the following.
R e d u c t i o n 3. If (7.13) holds for all T MA of covariance a where A is an n x n matricial analytic DTO in Wiener-Hopf form with bounded intercept, then (7.13) holds for all n-cyclic regular 2-isometrics of covariance a.
We now are able to conclude the proof of Theorem 5.80 by observing that in light of the three reductions that it suffices to prove that (7.13) holds when T 
MA,
